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Analysis of Load Frequency Control Performance
Assessment Criteria

George Gross, Fellow, IEEEand Jeong Woo Lee

Abstract—This paper presents the development and application
of an analytic framework for the formulation and evaluation of
control performance criteria in load frequency control (LFC). The
framework is constructed so as to explicitly represent the uncer-
tainty in the measured variables in LFC and to use metrics that are
meaningful for the structure of the problem. The framework makes
effective use of probability and random processes concepts to de-
velop rather general criteria for LFC performance assessment. In
fact, the NERC criteria CPS1and CPS2are special cases of the
criteria of the framework. The paper thus provides an analytic ra-
tionale for the NERC control performance criteria. Analysis of the
CPS1and CPS2criteria shows that, under conditions that are typi-
cally in effect in North American interconnections, the two criteria
are redundant. Consequently, there is good analytical basis for not
requiring the application of CPS2onceCPS1is satisfied. Numer-
ical results with four interconnections are given to illustrate the
analytic results. The framework is a powerful construct that may
be used to construct new criteria for LFC performance assessment.

Index Terms—AGC, control performance assessment criteria,
IOS, LFC, random processes, unbundled ancillary service.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIS paper presents the development and application of an
analytic framework for the formulation and evaluation of

control performance criteria in load frequency control (LFC).
Such criteria play an increasingly important role in the provi-
sion of LFC as an unbundled service in the new open access
transmission regimes. These criteria need to be appropriately
formulated to be meaningful in the new environment; in par-
ticular, they impact considerably the monitoring and metering
requirements for LFC [1].

We start with a brief review of the way LFC is performed.
In actual power system operations, the load is changing contin-
uously and randomly. As the ability of the generation to track
the changing load is limited due to physical/technical consid-
erations, there results an imbalance between the actual and the
scheduled generation quantities. This imbalance leads to a fre-
quency error—the difference between the actual and the syn-
chronous frequency. The magnitude of the frequency error is
an indication of how well the power system is capable to bal-
ance the actual and the scheduled generation. The presence of
an actual-scheduled generation imbalance gives rise initially to
system frequency excursions in accordance to the sign of the
imbalance. Then, the governor responses take effect and act to
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reduce the magnitude of the actual-scheduled generation imbal-
ance. Within a few seconds, this so-calledprimary speed control
[2] serves todamp outthe frequency excursions and tostabilize
the frequency at a new value, which is different than the syn-
chronous frequency. The LFC function [2] is then deployed as
the secondary control processto maintain the frequency error
within an acceptable bound. The LFC is performed by the au-
tomatic generation control (AGC) by adjusting load reference
set points of governors of selected units in thecontrol areaand
then adjusting their outputs [2]–[4]. Each control area measures
the actual frequency and the actual net interchange, typically,
every 2–4 seconds. These measurements are used to evaluate the
frequency and the net interchange errors. The net interchange
error is defined as the difference between the net actual and the
net scheduled interchange with the connected control areas. The
area control error (ACE) [5] is then computed by taking into ac-
count the effects of frequency bias; it is the basis for the control
signals sent by the control area to the generators participating in
AGC.

In an interconnection, there are many control areas, each of
which performs its AGC with the objective of maintaining the
magnitude of ACE “sufficiently close to 0” using various cri-
teria. In order to maintain the frequency sufficiently close to its
synchronous value over the entire interconnection, the coordi-
nation of the control areas’ actions is required. As each control
area shares in the responsibility for LFC, effective means are
needed for monitoring and assessing each area’s performance of
its appropriate share in LFC. This requirement, in turn, brings
about the need for meaningful metrics and criteria for LFC per-
formance assessment. The focus of this paper is on the anal-
ysis and construction of appropriate metrics and control perfor-
mance criteria in LFC.

For many decades, the LFC performance of an area was as-
sessed by the widely-adoptedA1 andA2 criteria. These criteria,
based on engineering judgment, had no analytical basis. The pi-
oneering work in [6], [7] resulted in the adoption of new and
more sophisticated criteria. These so-calledCPS1andCPS2cri-
teria required considerably more measurement and data collec-
tion. These new criteria still lacked an analytic basis but brought
good engineering and power system operations insight. In 1997,
NERC adoptedCPS1andCPS2in place of the oldA1 andA2
criteria.

The objective of this paper is to provide a solid analytic basis
for the formulation, analysis and evaluation of LFC performance
criteria. We construct an analytic framework that explicitly rep-
resents the uncertainty in the measured variables in LFC and that
uses metrics that are meaningful for the structure of the problem.
The framework makes effective use of probability and random
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processes concepts to develop rather general criteria for LFC
performance assessment. In fact, the NERC criteriaCPS1and
CPS2are special cases of the criteria of the framework. The
paper thus provides an analytic rationale for the NERC control
performance criteria. Analysis of theCPS1andCPS2criteria
shows that, under conditions that are typically in effect in North
American interconnections, the two criteria are redundant. Con-
sequently, there is good analytical basis for not requiring the
application ofCPS2onceCPS1is satisfied. Numerical results
with four interconnections are given to illustrate the analytic re-
sults. The framework is a powerful construct that may be used
to construct new criteria for LFC performance assessment.

The paper has four additional sections. Section II presents the
development of the probabilistic framework for the LFC perfor-
mance assessment. In Section III, the relationship between the
NERCCPS1andCPS2criteria is analyzed using the proposed
framework. Numerical results are given in Section IV. The con-
cluding section evaluates the contributions of the paper.

II. THE LFC PERFORMANCECRITERIA FRAMEWORK

The load at each time instant is a random variable (r.v.) be-
cause its value is uncertain at each point of time. The sources of
randomness are many; they include the weather, the operating
conditions, economic conditions in the area, the work-and-rest
pattern of the population and other sundry factors. The random-
ness in the load results in the randomness in the variables of the
power system, such as the interconnection frequency and the
flows on the tie lines. We use bold letters to represent r.v.’s in
this paper.

A. Formulation of the Framework

Consider a control areain a multi-area interconnection and
some time interval . The flows on the tie lines connecting
area to its neighboring areas are measured everyseconds.
These measurements are used to compute the actual net area
interchange at each sampling instant ,

within . The interconnection frequency,
which we assume to be uniform throughout the interconnection,
is also measured every seconds and is denoted by . We
compute the interconnection frequency error

and the net interchange error ,
where ] is the synchronous interconnection frequency
[the scheduled net interchange] at. These errors, in turn, are
used to evaluate the areacontrol error

at , where is the area frequency bias coeffi-
cientwhich is a negative constant. We adopt the view in [8] and
consider to equal the area actual generation minus
the area scheduled generation at. The area scheduled genera-
tion is the sum of the areaload, the losses, the scheduled net
interchange and the area’s share of support for interconnection
frequency [8].

The LFC performance assessment is based on the assump-
tion that the power system is in steady state at each instant
of . Under this assumption, any disturbance in the load
simply transitions the power system from its current steady state
to some other steady state. Then, ,
where, represents any one of the r.v.’s , and

at the measurement instant, is a collection of steady
state r.v.’s. Moreover, we assume that the probability distribu-
tion of each r.v. is independent of time. Since the steady state
r.v. at one instant has no effect on the r.v. at any other instant
and the distribution of each steady state r.v. does not depend on
the particular instant, the collection
is a set of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) r.v.’s.
We denote the time independent mean and variance of each r.v.

by and , respectively.
The fast fluctuations in the load bring about fast fluctuations

in the scheduled generation; these cannot be matched by
the actual generation due to the generators’ much slower
response. Thus, fluctuating imbalances between the actual
and scheduled generation exist at each instant. Each of the
variables denoted by is therefore a function of the
actual-scheduled generation imbalance at. The objective of
LFC is to drive the possible values of the variable at
each to lie within a desired range. However, such a control
performance would be overly tight and it would in fact over-
stress the generators. So, in practice, rather than monitoring

, we develop a control performance assessment scheme
capable of ensuring the effectiveness of the control in some
statistically meaningful way. For this purpose, we introduce
the smoothed variables that are the averages of the r.v.’s

over windows of length with the windows being
nonoverlapping and covering the entire interval . In this
way, the fast fluctuations in these variables are filtered out. To
make the assessment statistically meaningful, we need a large
number of windows. Corresponding to window, we
define the subinterval ,

. We associate the measurement time
subset is a measurement point in

with the subinterval . The selection of the
window length is based on the generator response time and
the volatility of the values of . In addition, is selected
so that the cardinality of each is sufficiently large so as
to permit the application of the Central Limit Theorem [9].

Using this structure, we define for each time subset the
smoothedr.v.

(1)

Since is a set of i.i.d. r.v.’s for the
collection of elements in , it
follows that and . Further-
more, for each , the Central Limit Theorem
establishes that is approximately normally distributed
with . Consequently, the collection of
smoothed r.v.’s is also a set of i.i.d.
r.v.’s. Since each r.v. is approximately normally distributed,
its distribution is fully known once the estimated mean and
variance are determined.

The use of smoothed variables involves less volatility and is
more practical for the LFC performance assessment. We use
therefore the r.v.’s , , and consider no fur-
ther the r.v.’s for assessing LFC performance. Accord-
ingly, the objective of LFC is modified to maintain for each
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, the values of thesmoothed variable within a desired
range. For the probabilistic structure, a natural metric is the
mean square value to measure how closely the values
of are bounded within the desired range. We, thus, propose

as the interconnection LFC performance measure.
We specify its bound to be and formulate the interconnection
LFC performance criterion as

(2)

Such a metric, however, is not practical for several reasons. One
is that criterion does not consider the contribution of the
various control areas to the interconnection performance. An-
other is that the criterion fails to use much of the information
in the monitored measurements. In actual interconnected power
system operations, each control area shares in the responsibility
for LFC. Since some areas may have undesirable control per-
formance, we need to construct for all the areas specific LFC
performance metrics and criteria to ensure that each area is per-
forming its appropriate share in LFC.

B. Area Control Performance Criteria

As the first step in monitoring each area’s performance, we
need to know how each area responds to the interconnection
frequency error based on available measurements. To assess
how the behavior of two r.v.’s is related, we use their corre-
lation as an indicator. A positive correlation indicates that the
two r.v.’smovein similar direction, while a negative correlation
indicates the opposite [10]. We propose to monitor the corre-
lation of and . The frequency error is a func-
tion of the interconnection’s actual-scheduled generation im-
balance [2] and is the actual-scheduled generation im-
balance of area. Consider the case when has a positive
value. In such a case, there is overgeneration throughout the
interconnection, i.e., total generation exceeds the total load in
the interconnection. If has a positive value, this area
has more actual than scheduled generation and, consequently, it
does not help the interconnection to reduce the interconnection
overgeneration and restore the frequency to the synchronous
value. Then, has a positive correlation with , i.e.,

, and areas control performance does
not help to restore the frequency to its scheduled value. On the
other hand, if has a negative value, this area has lower
actual than scheduled generation. Then, has a negative
correlation, i.e., , and this situation helps
the interconnection to reduce the overgeneration and restore the
frequency to the synchronous value. Then, positive [negative]

indicates the area’s undesirable [desirable]
control performance. A symmetric situation occurs for the case
of . We propose to use the correlation
for each as a metric of each area’s control performance. To
ensure that the positive correlation is not excessive, we need to
impose an upper bound on , whereas we need
not care about the negative correlation since it indicates adesir-
ableperformance.

A further consideration is that too wide of an excursion of
the ACE from zero is not desirable in every single area. We

again use a probabilistic measure to assess how well each con-
trol area can contain the value of ACE within a specified range.
Given a specified tolerance for area , let be the event that

has an absolute value less than or equal to. Then,
is the confidence level that the eventhap-

pens [9]. The closer the confidence level is to 1, the more likely
is the event to occur. We propose as an
additional metric of each area’s control performance. We want
this value to exceed a specified confidence level.

Using the proposed metrics, we construct for each area’s con-
trol performance criteria and , where,

(3)

(4)

We show that the criterion is a sufficient condition for the
criterion . In addition, we prove that under assumptions that
generally hold for windows whose length minutes,
the criterion is equivalent to the criterion . The proofs
are given in the Appendix. We used the development in [6] to
motivate the formulation of the criteria in equations (3) and (4).

Consider the discrete time random process (d.r.p.)
obtained for the time set . This is a set of i.i.d.

r.v.’s. For large , the d.r.p. is er-
godic [9]. The mean, the variance and the mean square value of

may be estimated from any sample path of the process [9].
For example, the mean of may be estimated by

, where is the observed value of
from any sample path [9]. This characterization of conse-
quently applies to the r.v.’s , , . We make use of
this important characteristic of ergodic processes in the applica-
tion of the proposed criteria.

The framework we constructed in this section is based on
the application of basic notions of r.v.’s and random processes
(r.p.’s) to LFC. The judicious use of the measurement set and
smoothing allows the specification of implementable criteria to
assess the performance of each area in discharging its LFC re-
sponsibility. The proposed criteria make use of natural proba-
bility measures such as correlation and confidence level of r.v.’s
and take advantage of the ergodic d.r.p. characteristics. We use
this framework to analyze the control performance assessment
criteria in the section below.

III. RELATIONSHIP OF THEPROPOSED ANDNERC CRITERIA

The proposed criteria and are formulated to be rather
general criteria for control performance assessment. In this sec-
tion we show that, in particular, we can derive from them the
NERCCPS1andCPS2criteria [5] as special cases. In addition,
we derive an important new result showing that under certain
conditions that generally hold, the satisfaction ofCPS1implies
thatCPS2is also satisfied. As such,CPS2is a redundant crite-
rion. OnceCPS1is satisfied, it becomes unnecessary to check
CPS2.

The starting point of our analysis is the framework that was
constructed in Section II. Note that the elements of the d.r.p.’s

and
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are the i.i.d. r.v.’s and , respectively. Moreover, for
, and are statistically independent. Consider

the r.v.’s , . It follows that
is a set of i.i.d. r.v.’s and consequently

is an ergodic d.r.p. For each, may be estimated from
any sample path of the d.r.p. [9]. Let be
an arbitrary sample path. For sufficiently large, may
be estimated for eachby [9]. Then, criterion

is satisfied if and only if

(5)

Let the window length be 1 minute and the interval length
be 1 year, then the number of 1-minute windows

within the one-year interval is sufficiently large. Let , the
specified tolerance in the NERCCPS1[5]. The expression in
equation (5), then, is the same as the NERCCPS1criterion. We
adopt the notation for , where is expressed
in minutes, is given in years and is the tolerance in mHz. We
use this notation also for . Then,CPS1may be expressed as

.
Next, we consider the criterion in equation (4). We define

the r.v.

if

otherwise
(6)

for a given value of . Then, the mean of is
and the criterion in equation (4) may be

restated as

(7)

Since the r.v.’s , are i.i.d., the r.v.’s
, are also i.i.d. and the d.r.p.

is therefore ergodic. Let and be values
of the r.v.’s and , respectively. Then,

if

otherwise
(8)

The mean is estimated by . We may
interpret this estimate to be the proportion of thewindows
covering the interval of length which have the absolute value
of ACE smaller than or equal to . Then, criterion of equa-
tion (4) is satisfied if and only if

(9)

Let and , the specified tolerance value
in the NERCCPS2[5]. Then, in equation
(9) is the same asCPS2.

We next consider the relationship between
and . The mean of for each is inde-
pendent of the window length since

(10)

Furthermore, for the variance, we have

(11)

Here, is the cardinality of the window . We use equa-
tions (10) and (11) to determine

(12)

Since , the grid is uniform so that
and it follows that

(13)

Consider the criterion for two distinct windows and toler-
ances :

(14)

(15)

Since the criterion is a sufficient condition for the criterion
and theCPS1is equivalent to the criterion ,
it follows that the CPS1 is a sufficient condition for the
criterion . Using equation (13) and (15),

holds if and only if

(16)

We introduce the following condition

(17)

where,

(18)

It follows that under this condition, .
If CPS1 is satisfied,

, where, the second inequality is due to the condition in
equation (17). Consequently, the relationship of equation (16)
holds so that is also satisfied. Thus, under
the condition in equation (17), if each area satisfiesCPS1, then

and are also satisfied.
The CPS2criterion provides no additional assurance or in-

sight in terms of control performance. Then, under the condition
in equation (17) there is no need to monitor two separate criteria
CPS1andCPS2and the monitoring ofCPS1suffices.

IV. NUMERICAL STUDIES

We carried out a number of numerical studies to ascertain
whether the condition in equation (17) for redundancy ofCPS2
can be determined. We performed the studies on a number of
NERC interconnections. We provide a representative sample
here for the following four interconnections: Eastern Intercon-
nection, WSCC, ERCOT and Hydro-Quebec. Using the values
of the NERC-specified and for each interconnection [5],
we calculate the corresponding values. We estimate
each interconnection’s expected value of frequency error
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TABLE I
DATA FOR THE NUMERICAL STUDIES

using the frequency data obtained from sufficiently large
number of time instants in each interconnection. The selected
periods for the inspection are one year from May 1998 to
April 1999 in the Eastern Interconnection [5], the year 1998 in
WSCC, the month of January 1998 in ERCOT and the month of
August 1997 in Hydro-Quebec [11]. We developed the results
in the previous section under the assumption of year.
However, given that the frequency errors are sampled every 1–
3 seconds in these interconnections, one month is sufficiently
long to provide a statistically meaningful data set for the
evaluation of the estimate. Due to the ergodic nature of
the r.p.s in the control performance criteria, the single month
data can be tested effectively to ascertain the redundancy of the
CPS2criterion. Table I gives the values of and specified
by the NERC [5], the calculated values of and the
estimated values of for each interconnection.

We can see that the condition in equation (17) is satisfied
by each of the four interconnections for the selected periods.
In these cases,CPS2 is a redundant criterion and the control
areas do not need to monitor whetherCPS2is satisfied. As such,
the areas accomplish their objective for the LFC onceCPS1is
satisfied.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we constructed a random process based LFC
performance assessment framework. This framework is effec-
tive in dealing with the random characteristics of the variables
of interest in LFC. The framework provides a solid analytic basis
for the formulation, analysis and evaluation of LFC performance
criteria.

We used the smoothed variables over non!overlapping win-
dows to get more insight on the control performance assessment
issues. The use of statistically meaningful metrics for the area
control performance assessment led to the formulation of rather
general performance criteria and . The ergodic nature of
the random processes permits the evaluation of the proposed
metrics using chronological data. The proposed criteria are gen-
eral and include the criteriaCPS1andCPS2as special cases.
Moreover, the application of the framework shows that the sat-
isfaction ofCPS1 implies thatCPS2 is also satisfied under a
certain condition. Consequently,CPS2criterion provides no ad-
ditional insight in terms of control performance and the moni-
toring of CPS1suffices.

The framework brings considerable new analytic insights into
the LFC performance assessment problem. It can be used for
the formulation of new control performance criteria and for the
analysis of the measurement and monitoring requirements for
LFC. This is particularly important as LFC is becoming an un-
bundled ancillary service in the new open access transmission
regimes.

APPENDIX

We prove the fact that the satisfaction of the area control per-
formance criterion implies the satisfaction of the criterion

. In addition, we show the criterion to be equivalent to
under assumptions that generally hold for window length

.
We start with the definition of the average ACE variables for

each window:

(A.1)

Let be the number of control areas in the interconnection.
Since the sum of the net interchange errors over the intercon-
nection is zero,

(A.2)

with .
Suppose each areasatisfies the criterion of equation (3),

i.e., , . Then, for
all the areas

(A.3)

It follows that and so the criterion is satis-
fied. Consequently, the criterion is a sufficient condition for
the criterion.

Next, we show that the criterion is equivalent to the
criterion under a set of assumptions. We introduce the following
two assumptions for window length :

i) The r.v.’s and of two different control
areas are independent; and,

ii) , .

These assumptions are reasonable for the interconnections of
interest. In fact, analysis of actual data shows that for the con-
trol areas in North America, for windows ,
and of two different control areas are indepen-
dent r.v.’s [6, pp. 6–7]. It is also shown in [6] that

, , is sufficiently small for window length
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so as to be negligible. Consequently, for such window length
the assumption

(A.4)

introduces no loss of generality. Let .
Then,

(A.5)

Here we used equation (A.4) and the i.i.d. property of .
We also determine the mean of as

(A.6)

Now, as becomes sufficiently large, in equation
(A.5) tends to zero. Since var and are positive
and var , the fact that
tends to zero implies that necessarily both var and

tend to zero. It follows from equation (A.6) that
also tends to zero. Therefore, the introduction of

assumption ii) does not lead to any loss of generality.
We first rewrite the criterion as

(A.7)

where, we substitute in
equation (4). Let

(A.8)

Then, , are i.i.d. r.v.’s with standard
normal distribution, i.e., [8]. We rewrite
relationship (A.7) in terms of as

(A.9)

Since for the standard normal distribu-
tion [8], the relationship (A.9) holds if and only if

(A.10)

or, equivalently if and only if

(A.11)

It follows from assumption ii) that so
that the relationship (A.9) holds if and only if

(A.12)

Since the assumptions i) and ii) imply that
for , it follows

that

using equation (A.2) to obtain the last equality. Thus, the rela-
tionship (A.12) holds if and only if

(A.13)

which is the same as the criterion.
Consequently, the criterion is equivalent to the crite-

rion under the two assumptions introduced above. Since the
criterion is a sufficient condition for the criterion as shown
above, the criterion is also a sufficient condition for the
criterion under these two assumptions.
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